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(54) SYSTEM OF ELECTRONIC MODULES HAVING A REDUNDANT CONFIGURATION

(57) A system of electronic modules having a redun-
dant configuration, the modules being connected to form
a structure of a semi-infinite three dimensional torus, the
system comprising primary pairs of electronic modules
(1, ..., N) connected to neighboring primary pairs to form
a semi-infinite series, wherein each primary pair of elec-
tronic modules is connected to a corresponding computer
(C1, ..., CN/2), the computer (C1, ..., CN/2) being connect-
ed to a corresponding memory (M1, ..., MN/2), wherein
the memories (M1, ..., MN/2) of the primary pairs of elec-
tronic modules (1, ..., N) are connected to the central
computer (CC). The primary pairs of electronic modules
(1, ..., N) are arranged on the circumference of a circle;
the system further comprises a first additional pair of elec-
tronic modules (A, B) which is arranged on the circum-
ference of the circle between the primary pairs of elec-
tronic modules (1, ..., N), which is connected to a corre-
sponding computer (CAB) connected to a corresponding
memory (MAB); wherein all pairs of modules (1, ..., N, A,
B) are connected to the neighboring pairs of modules by
signal lines, to which they are connected via connectors
(Z1-Z4), wherein the connectors are active for the primary
pairs of modules (1, ..., N) and inactive for the additional
pair of modules (A, B); and wherein the central computer
(CC) is connected to the central memory (CM).
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to configuration
of interconnected modules of electronic circuits that en-
sures fault-tolerant operation.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Complex computing systems may need a sig-
nificant number of electronic circuits to operate. Super-
computers, for example, may require hundreds of thou-
sands of microprocessors to simulate complex physical
processes. The computing elements may have to oper-
ate in parallel to simultaneously execute complex logical
operations. Typically, the operational electronic circuits
are arranged as a cubic lattice having cyclic boundary
conditions to achieve an effect of pseudo-infinite, three-
dimensional lattice.
[0003] One significant problem in design of such sys-
tems is the physical positioning of electronic circuits in
space. In order to achieve satisfactory performance, the
following factors should be taken into account: small
number and short length of inter-circuit connections, ef-
ficient heat dissipation, system scalability enabling to add
new circuits and system redundancy enabling to shut off
some circuits without interrupting operation and position-
ing of the other circuits.
[0004] There is a need for providing a redundant con-
figuration of physical arrangement of electronic modules,
which would allow to minimize the downtime of system
operation and minimize the loss of results of logical op-
erations due to a failure of a system module.

SUMMARY

[0005] The present invention is related to a system of
electronic modules having a redundant configuration, the
modules being connected to form a structure of a semi-
infinite three dimensional torus, the system comprising
primary pairs of electronic modules connected to neigh-
boring primary pairs to form a semi-infinite series, where-
in each primary pair of electronic modules is connected
to a corresponding computer, the computer being con-
nected to a corresponding memory, wherein the memo-
ries of the primary pairs of electronic modules are con-
nected to the central computer. The primary pairs of elec-
tronic modules are arranged on the circumference of a
circle. The system further comprises a first additional pair
of electronic modules which is arranged on the circum-
ference of the circle between the primary pairs of elec-
tronic modules, which is connected to a corresponding
computer connected to a corresponding memory. All
pairs of modules are connected to the neighboring pairs
of modules by signal lines, to which they are connected
via connectors, wherein the connectors are active for the
primary pairs of modules and inactive for the additional

pair of modules. The central computer is connected to
the central memory.
[0006] The system may further comprise a second ad-
ditional pair of electronic modules arranged on the cir-
cumference of the circle between the primary pairs of
electronic modules and the first additional pair of elec-
tronic modules, the second additional pair of electronic
modules being connected to its corresponding computer
connected with a corresponding memory and connected
to neighboring pairs of modules by signal lines, to which
the modules are connected via connectors, which are
inactive for the second additional pair.
[0007] The invention is also related to a method for
reconfiguring a system of electronic modules, the mod-
ules being connected to form a structure of a semi-infinite
three dimensional torus, the system comprising primary
pairs of electronic modules connected to neighboring pri-
mary pairs to form a semi-infinite series, wherein each
primary pair of electronic modules is connected to a cor-
responding computer, the computer being connected to
a corresponding memory. The memories of the primary
pairs of electronic modules are connected to the central
computer. The primary pairs of electronic modules are
arranged on the circumference of a circle. The system
further comprises a first additional pair of electronic mod-
ules which is arranged on the circumference of the circle
between the primary pairs of electronic modules, which
is connected to a corresponding computer connected to
a corresponding memory. All pairs of modules are con-
nected to the neighboring pairs of modules by signal
lines, to which they are connected via connectors, where-
in the connectors are active for the primary pairs of mod-
ules and inactive for the additional pair of modules. The
central computer is connected to the central memory.
The method comprises the following steps cyclically writ-
ing data representing the content of the memory of the
primary modules and the logical states of these modules
to the central memory; in the case of a failure of one
primary pair of modules: stopping the operation of the
system; inactivating the connectors for the failed pair of
modules; activating the connectors for the first additional
pair of modules; renumbering the pairs of modules having
active connectors within the structure of the three dimen-
sional torus, denoting the modules as the primary mod-
ules; writing the data stored in the central memory before
the failure occurred to the memories of the pairs of pri-
mary modules; resuming operation of the system.
[0008] The invention provides a configuration of ar-
rangement of electronic modules that makes the system
prone to failure of one pair of modules or to failure of one
pair of modules and/or signal lines connecting this pair
with other modules.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009] The invention is presented by means of exem-
plary embodiments on a drawing, in which:
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Fig. 1 presents a semi-infinite series of N electronic
modules according to the configuration known from
the prior art.
Fig. 2A, 2B present a first embodiment of the inven-
tion.
Fig. 3A, 3B present a second embodiment of the
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] Fig. 1 presents a semi-infinite series of N elec-
tronic modules according to the configuration known from
the prior art. Each module is connected with every other
module, as presented for example in a US patent
US5715391. They form a three-dimensional torus topol-
ogy. Two boundary modules of the series: module 1 and
module N are connected together which provides cyclic
boundary conditions.
[0011] In the system presented in Fig. 1, the modules
exchange information with each other using leap con-
nections according to the following rule:
1↔2↔...↔j↔...↔N/2 and N↔(N-1)↔...↔ (N+1-
j)↔...↔(N/2+1). The two boundary connections 1↔N
and N/2↔(N/2+1) allow closing the cyclic boundary con-
ditions. The results of the analysis performed by the mod-
ules are written, at times t1, t2, ... tm, by means of corre-
sponding computers referenced as C1 to CN/2, to mem-
ories referenced as M1 to MN/2. The memories are ac-
cessible to a central computer CC that can read data
therefrom to perform further processing of the analyses,
calculations and simulations conducted by the system.
A failure of one pair of the modules (for example, a failure
of the pair referenced as j) will cause disconnection of
the semi-infinite series of modules, which will require to
stop the operation of the whole system. The system can
be restarted then only after the failure is eliminated.

Protection against consequences of a failure of one pair 
of modules

[0012] Figs. 2A and 2B present the arrangement of
electronic modules according to the first embodiment of
the invention. In this embodiment, in addition to the N/2
primary pairs of modules, one additional pair of modules
is used. The additional pair allows to reconfigure the sys-
tem in the case of a failure of one of the primary pairs of
modules.
[0013] The presented embodiment allows for signifi-
cant reduction of downtime of operation of a system pre-
sented in Fig. 1, caused by failures of pair of the primary
modules. It is achieved by adding to the system a central
memory (CM). At times t1, t2, ... tm, the content of the
memory Mi assigned to the subsequent pairs (numbered
from 1 to N/2) of modules is written to the central memory
CM. The pairs of modules are arranged on a circumfer-
ence of a circle. An additional pair of modules A\B is
arranged between the boundary pairs of the primary
modules 1\N and N/2\(N/2+1). The additional pair of mod-

ules A\B is connected to the additional computer CAB and
to the additional memory MAB. In comparison to the series
of two modules presented in Fig. 1, the computers Ci not
only write, at the times t1, t2, ... tm, the results of the anal-
ysis performed by the modules to the individual memories
Mi, but they also read logical states of these modules and
write them to the Mi. All of the modules, including the pair
A\B, are physically connected together by signal lines
(solid lines shown in Fig. 2A). However, their terminals
are connected to the logical circuits (dashed lines in Fig.
2A) in an electronic manner using connectors Z1, Z2, Z3
and Z4 which are assigned to each pair of modules. It
allows for a dynamical change of configuration of con-
nections between the modules.
[0014] During system initiation, the additional pair of
modules A\B is disconnected from the connectors, and
therefore from the other modules as well.
[0015] Upon a failure of one pair of modules 1\N, 2\(N-
1), .... N/2\(N/2+1) at a time ty (such that tx<ty<tx+1 for
x=1,2...), for example upon a failure of the pair j\(N+1-j),
the system is stopped, the failed pair j\(N+1-j) is discon-
nected and modules j\(N+1-j) are replaced by modules
A\B. Depending on the location of the failure, the following
operations are performed:

a) if the failed pair of modules is not the boundary
one (1 <j<N/2), then the connections between the
pairs of modules (j-1)\(N+2-j) and j\(N+1-j), as well
as (j+1)\(N-j) and j\(N+1-j) are eliminated (no con-
nections between modules and connectors Z (Z1↔j
and Z4↔N+1-j) as indicated by the lack of dashed
lines in Fig. 2A). In the next step, the two boundary
connections 1↔N and N/2↔(N/2+1) are disconnect-
ed (crossed-out connections Z2 and Z3 in Fig. 2A)
and they are connected to the additional pair of mod-
ules A\B in the following manner: 1↔A↔N/2 and
N↔B↔(N/2+1) (dashed lines with arrows in Fig. 2A).
Next, the modules (j-1)\(N+2-j) and (j+1)\(N-j) neigh-
boring to the failed module j\(N+1-j) are internally
connected (dashed lines with arrows in Fig.2A) and
they become the boundary modules of the new se-
ries with cyclic boundary conditions (in a manner
equivalent to the previous pairs 1↔N and
N/2↔(N/2+1)).
b) in case of failure of the boundary pair of modules
1\N, the connections between one pair of neighbor-
ing modules 2\(N-1) are disconnected. The pair is
internally connected (2↔N-1) to form the boundary
modules of the new series with cyclic boundary con-
ditions. The second boundary pair is formed by con-
necting modules A\B to each other and to modules
N/2\(N/2+1). The connection is as follows: A↔B,
N/2↔A and (N/2+1)↔B.
c) if a failure occurs on the other side (i.e. in the pair
of modules N/2\(N/2+1)), then the connections be-
tween one pair neighboring modules (N/2-1)\(N/2+2)
are disconnected, and the pair is internally connect-
ed (N/2-1↔(N/2+2)), thereby forming the boundary
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modules of the new series with cyclic boundary con-
ditions. The second boundary pair is formed by mod-
ules A/B connected to each other and to modules
1\N. Their connection is as follows A↔B, 1↔A and
N↔B.

[0016] After the connections between the modules are
changed, the central computer CC renumbers the mod-
ules and assigns new references to computers Ci and
memories Mi according to the rules depending on the
location of the failure:

a) if the failed pair of modules j\(N+1-j) is not located
at the end of the series (1 <j<N/2), then the numbers
of modules are changed according to the following
rule: (j+i)\(N-j-i+1)→i\(N-i+1) for i=1....(N/2-j),
A\B→(N/2-j+1)\(N/2+j) and (j+i-1-N/2)\(3N/2+2-i-
j)→i\(N-i+1) for i=N/2-j+2... N/2. The computers and
the memories change their references as follows:
Cj+i→-Ci and Mj+i→Mi for i=1...N/2-j, CAB→CN/2-j+1
and MAB→MN/2-j+1 and Ci-N/2+j-1→Ci and
Mi-N/2+j-1→Mi for i=N/2-j+2...N/2 (Fig. 2A).
b) in the case of failure of a pair of boundary modules
1\N (j=1), the numbers of modules are changed ac-
cording to the rule: (i+1)\(N-i)→i\(N-i+1) for
i=1....(N/2-1) and A\B→(N/2)\(N/2+1). The comput-
ers and their dedicated memories change their ref-
erences as follows: Ci+1→Ci and Mi+1→Mi for
i=1...(N/2-1), CAB→CN/2 and MAB→MN/2.
c) in the case of failure of a pair of boundary modules
N/2\(N/2+1) (j=N/2), the numbers of modules are
changed according to the rule: A\B→1\N and i\(N+1-
i)→(i+1)\(N-i) for i=1...(N/2-1). The computers and
their dedicated memories change their references
as follows: CAS→C1 and MAB→M1 and Ci→Ci+1 and
Mi→Mi+1 for i=1...(N/2-1).

[0017] While the pair of the failed modules j\(N+1-j) is
waiting for a repair, it is referenced as A\B (Fig. 2A). The
change of numbering of the electronic modules allowed
to create a new semi-infinite series. The new series can
continue the further analysis of the previously performed
task.
[0018] The left side of Fig.2B presents an example of
a system formed of 16 modules connected in an alternate
manner into pairs 1\16; 2\15; 3\14; 4\13; 5\12; 6\11; 7\10;
8\9 and one additional pair A\B, which are arranged on
a circumference of a circle. The boundary modules 1\16
and 8\9 are connected together, thereby closing the se-
ries to form a semi-infinite three dimensional torus illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Assume that a failure occurred in the
system (the crossed-out circuits) in the modules 5\12 (or
in computer C5 or in memory M5). When the central com-
puter detects the failure, then connections between the
pairs of modules 5\12 and 4\13, as well as 5\12 and 6\11,
are disconnected. Moreover, the internal connections in
the modules 1\16 and 8\9 at the boundary are discon-
nected as well, and the modules 4 and 13, as well as 6

and 11 are connected internally. After the pairs of mod-
ules are renumbered, (as described with reference to Fig.
2A), the following series is obtained: 1\16→5\12;
2\15→6\11; 3\14→7\10; 4\13→8\9; 5\12→A\B;
6\11→1\16; 7\10→2\15; 8\9→3\14 and A\B→4\13. The
renumbered system is ready to continue its operation,
and the failed modules A\B are waiting for a repair (the
configuration of the modules is shown on the right side
of Fig. 2B).

Protection against consequences of a failure of one 
pair of modules and/or signal lines connecting this 
pair with other modules

[0019] Fig. 3A, 3B present a second embodiment of
the invention, regarding a location of the electronic mod-
ules with two additional pairs of modules, allowing for
reconstruction of the system in case of failure of one pair
of modules and/or signal lines connecting this pair with
other modules.
[0020] The system equipped with one additional pair
of modules, as presented in Figs. 2A-2B, is protected
against consequences of the failure of one pair of mod-
ules. However, if the failure occurs at the connections
between the modules or if the failure occurs in one mod-
ule and causes dysfunction of the system and a distur-
bance through connections of the neighboring modules,
then to secure the system there are needed two addi-
tional pairs of modules: A\B and C\D. In a manner similar
to the system with one additional pair of modules, the
pairs of modules are arranged on the circumference of
a circle. The system is equipped with an additional central
memory (CM), to which (at times t1, t2, ... tm) the content
of the memory Mi is written. It is written to the special
sections numbered from 1 to N/2. Pairs of modules A\B
and C\D are connected to the computers CAB and CCD,
as well as to the memories MAB and MCD. Apart from
writing the results of the analysis (at the times t1, t2, ...
tm) to memory Mi through the individual modules, the
computer Ci reads the logical states of the modules and
writes them to the memory Mi. All modules (including the
pairs A\B and C\D) are physically connected via signal
lines (solid lines in Fig. 3A). Their terminals are connected
to the logical systems (dashed lines in Fig.3A) electron-
ically by connectors Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4, which are assigned
to every pair of modules. This solution allows for dynamic
reconfiguration of the connections between the modules.
[0021] When the failure of the one pair of modules oc-
curs, for example j\(N+1-j) and/or of the connections be-
tween the modules j\(N+1-j) and (j+1)\(N-j), at the time ty
(such that tx<ty<tx+1 for x=1,2...), then the system oper-
ation is stopped, the section of modules j\(N+1-j) and
(j+1)\(N-j) are disconnected and modules j\(N+1-j) and
(j+1)\(N-j) are replaced by modules A\B and C\D. De-
pending on the location of the failure, the following oper-
ations can be conducted:

d) if the failed two pairs of modules are not the bound-
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ary modules (2<j<(N/2+2)), the connections be-
tween modules (j-1)\(N+2-j) and j\(N+1-j); (j+1)\(N-j)
and j\(N+1-j) as well as (j+1)\(N-j) and (j+2)\(N-j-1)
are eliminated (no connections, the lack of dashed
lines in Fig. 3A, between modules and connectors
Z). In the next step, the boundary connections 1↔N
and N/2↔(N/2+1) are disconnected (crossed-out
connections Z2 and Z3 in Fig. 3A) and they are con-
nected to the two additional modules A\B and C\D
in the following manner: N/2↔A↔C↔1 and
(N\2+1)↔B↔D↔N. Then, modules (j-1)\(N+2-j)
and (j+2)\(N-j-1) neighboring to j\(N+1-j) and
(j+1)\(N-j) are internally connected (dashed lines
with arrows in Fig. 3A) becoming the boundary mod-
ules for the new series with cyclic boundary condi-
tions (such as the previous pairs 1↔N and
N/2↔(N/2+1)).
e) in the case of a failure of a pair of modules 1\N
(or 2\(N-1)) and/or of the connections between the
pairs of modules 1\N and 2\(N-1), the connections
between the pairs of neighboring modules 1\N and
2\(N-1) as well as 2\(N-1) and 3\(N-2), are discon-
nected. Thus, the pair 3\(N-2) is internally connected
to (3↔(N-2)), forming the boundary modules of the
new series with cyclic boundary conditions. On the
other end of the system the following connections
are made: N/2↔A↔C and (N/2+1)↔B↔D. Then,
the modules C and D in the pair C\D are internally
connected as C↔D.
f) if a failure occurs at the other side, i.e. in the pair
of modules (N/2-1)\(N/2+2) (or N/2\(N/2+1)) and/or
in the connections between the pairs of modules
(N/2-1)\(N/2+2) and N/2\(N/2+1), then the connec-
tions between the neighboring modules
(N/2-2)\(N/2+3) and (N/2-1)\(N/2+2), as well as
(N/2-1)\(N/2+2) and N/2\(N/2+1), are disconnected.
Thus, the pair (N/2-2)\(N/2+3) is internally connected
(N/2-2)↔(N/2+3) and forms a pair of modules for the
new series with cyclic boundary conditions. On the
other side of the system, the following connections
1↔C↔A and N↔D↔B will occur. Modules A and B
in the pair A\B will be internally connected as A↔B.

[0022] When the connections are changed, the central
computer CC renumbers the modules and computers Ci
and their memories Mi according to the rules depending
on the location of the failure:

d) if the failed two pairs of modules are not the bound-
ary modules (2<j<(N/2+2)), then the numbers of
modules are changed according to the rule
(j+i+1)\(N-j-i)→i\(N-i+1) for i=1....(N/2-j-1),
A\B→(N/2-j)\(N/2+j+1), C\D→(N/2-j+1)\(N/2+j) and
(j+i-1-N/2)\(3N/2+2-i-j)→i\(N+1-i) for i=N/2-j+2...N/2.
The computers and their memories change their ref-
erences as follows: Cj+i+1→+Ci and Mj+i+1→Mi for
i=1...(N/2-j-1), CAB→CN/2-j and MAB→MN/2-j,
CCD→CN/2-j+1 and MCD→MN/2-j+1 also Ci-N/2+j-1→Ci

and Mi-N/2+j-1→Mi for i=N/2-j+2...N/2 (Fig. 3A).
e) in the case of a failure in the pairs of modules: 1\N
(or 2\(N-1)) and/or on the connections between
modules 1\N and 2\(N-1), the numbers of modules
are changed by the rule (i+2)\(N-i-1)→i\(N-i+1) for
i=1....(N/2-2), A\B→(N/2-1)\(N/2+2) and
C\D→N/2\(N/2+1). The computers and their
dedicated memories are referenced as: Ci+2→Ci and
Mi+2→Mi for i=1...(N/2-2), CAB→CN/2-1 and
MAB→MN/2-1 and CCD→CN/2 MCD→MN/2.
f) if a failure occurs at the other side, i.e. in the pair
of modules (N/2-1)\(N/2+2) (or N/2\(N/2+1)) and/or
in the connections between the pairs of modules
(N/2-1)\(N/2+2) and N/2\(N/2+1), then the numbers
of modules are changed as follows: A\B→1\N,
C\D→2/(N-1) and i\(N+1-i)→(i+2)\(N-i-1) for
i=1...(N/2-2). Consequently, the computers and their
dedicated memories are referenced as: CAB→C1
and MAB→M1, CCD→C2 and MCD→M2 and Ci→Ci+2
and Mi→Mi+2 for i=1...(N/2-2).

[0023] The two of pairs of modules j\(N+1-j) and
(j+1)\(N-j), i.e. the modules between which the failed con-
nection occurred, and/or the pairs that failed, are re-
named to A\B and C\D (Fig. 3A). Then, they are waiting
for a repair and properly operating modules of the renum-
bered semi-infinite series can continue the analysis of
the previously performed task.
[0024] Fig. 3B presents an example of a system formed
of 14 modules alternately connected into pairs 1\14; 2\13;
3\12; 4\11; 5\10; 6\9; 7\8 and comprising two additional
pairs A\B and C\D arranged on the circumference of a
circle. The boundary modules 1\14 and 7\8 are connect-
ed together, closing the series into a structure of a semi-
infinite three dimensional torus, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The left side of Fig 3B presents a system, in which the
one pair of modules, namely modules 5\10, have failed.
This caused disturbances on the connections between
the pairs of modules 4\11 and 5\10. The disturbances
stop the proper operation of modules 4\11 (the crossed-
out circuits and connections). When the central computer
CC detects a failure, the connections between modules
5\10 and 6\9, 5\10 and 4\11, 4\11 and 3\12 are discon-
nected. Moreover, the internal connections in the bound-
ary modules 1\14 are 7\8 disconnected, and modules 6
and 9 as well as 3 and 12, are connected internally. After
the renumbering (as described in Fig. 3A) the following
numbers are assigned: 1\14→5\10; 2\13→6\9;
3\12→7\8; 4\11→A\B; 5\10→C\D; 6\9→1\14; 7\8→2\13;
A\B→3\12 and C\D→4\11. The renumbered system is
ready to continue its operation, and the failed modules
A\B and C\D are waiting for a repair (a configuration of
the modules if presented on the right side of Fig. 3B).
[0025] After the reconfiguration of connections and
numbering in the systems including one additional pair
(Fig. 2A and 2B) or two additional pairs of modules (Fig.
3A and 3B) is finished, the system can continue its op-
eration. In order to achieve this, the central computer CC
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writes the content of subsequent sections of the central
memory CM to the corresponding new areas of memory
Mi. The written data corresponds to the logical state of
the machine at the time tx (earlier than the time ty when
the failure occurred). The computers Ci assigned to each
pair of modules i\(N+1-i) write the content of these mem-
ory areas to their corresponding modules. Then, the proc-
ess of analysis finished at time tx is continued. As a result,
there are lost only the results of the analysis which were
executed between the times tx and ty. The use of the
additional (redundant) pair of modules, along with the
presented reconfiguration method, allows to minimize
the system operation downtime allows to repair the failed
elements during execution of logical operations.

Claims

1. A system of electronic modules having a redundant
configuration, the modules being connected to form
a structure of a semi-infinite three dimensional torus,
the system comprising primary pairs of electronic
modules (1, ..., N) connected to neighboring primary
pairs to form a semi-infinite series, wherein each pri-
mary pair of electronic modules is connected to a
corresponding computer (C1, ..., CN/2), the computer
(C1, ..., CN/2) being connected to a corresponding
memory (M1, ..., MN/2), wherein the memories
(M1, ..., MN/2) of the primary pairs of electronic mod-
ules (1, ..., N) are connected to the central computer
(CC), the system being characterized in that:

- the primary pairs of electronic modules (1, ...,
N) are arranged on the circumference of a circle;
- the system further comprises a first additional
pair of electronic modules (A, B) which is ar-
ranged on the circumference of the circle be-
tween the primary pairs of electronic modules
(1, ..., N), which is connected to a corresponding
computer (CAB) connected to a corresponding
memory (MAB);
- wherein all pairs of modules (1, ..., N, A, B) are
connected to the neighboring pairs of modules
by signal lines, to which they are connected via
connectors (Z1-Z4), wherein the connectors are
active for the primary pairs of modules (1, ..., N)
and inactive for the additional pair of modules
(A, B);
- and wherein the central computer (CC) is con-
nected to the central memory (CM).

2. The system according to claim 1, characterized in
that it further comprises a second additional pair of
electronic modules (C, D) arranged on the circum-
ference of the circle between the primary pairs of
electronic modules (1, ..., N) and the first additional
pair of electronic modules (A, B), the second addi-
tional pair of electronic modules (C, D) being con-

nected to its corresponding computer (CCD) connect-
ed with a corresponding memory (MCD) and connect-
ed to neighboring pairs of modules by signal lines,
to which the modules (C, D) are connected via con-
nectors (Z1-Z4), which are inactive for the second
additional pair (C, D).

3. A method for reconfiguring a system of electronic
modules, the modules being connected to form a
structure of a semi-infinite three dimensional torus,
the system comprising primary pairs of electronic
modules (1, ..., N) connected to neighboring primary
pairs to form a semi-infinite series, wherein each pri-
mary pair of electronic modules is connected to a
corresponding computer (C1, ..., CN/2), the computer
(C1, ..., CN/2) being connected to a corresponding
memory (M1, ..., MN/2), wherein the memories
(M1, ..., MN/2) of the primary pairs of electronic mod-
ules (1, ..., N) are connected to the central computer
(CC), wherein:

- the primary pairs of electronic modules (1, ...,
N) are arranged on the circumference of a circle;
- the system further comprises a first additional
pair of electronic modules (A, B) which is ar-
ranged on the circumference of the circle be-
tween the primary pairs of electronic modules
(1, ..., N), which is connected to a corresponding
computer (CAB) connected to a corresponding
memory (MAB);
- wherein all pairs of modules (1, ..., N, A, B) are
connected to the neighboring pairs of modules
by signal lines, to which they are connected via
connectors (Z1-Z4), wherein the connectors are
active for the primary pairs of modules (1, ..., N)
and inactive for the additional pair of modules
(A, B);
- and wherein the central computer (CC) is con-
nected to the central memory (CM);

the method being characterized in that it comprises
the following steps:

- cyclically writing data representing the content
of the memory (M1, ..., MN/2) of the primary mod-
ules and the logical states of these modules to
the central memory (CM);
- in the case of a failure of one primary pair of
modules (1, ..., N):

- stopping the operation of the system;
- inactivating the connectors (Z1-Z4) for the
failed pair of modules (1, ..., N);
- activating the connectors (Z1-Z4) for the
first additional pair (A, B) of modules;
- renumbering the pairs of modules having
active connectors (Z1-Z4) within the struc-
ture of the three dimensional torus, denoting
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the modules as the primary modules (1, ...,
N);
- writing the data stored in the central mem-
ory (CM) before the failure occurred to the
memories (M1, ..., MN/2) of the pairs of pri-
mary modules;
- resuming operation of the system.
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